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Meeting Dates

•Next meeting:

•December 16th



Mystery Book Bag #4 

• In her world, everything is black or white

• Things are good or bad; anything in between is 
confusing

• That's the stuff her older brother, Devon, has 
always explained

• Then he died

• She is an eleven-year-old girl with Asperger's

• Eventually she ends up helping her father deal 
with her brother’s death



Mystery Book Bag # 5 
• He is the most reluctant reader ever born 

• He's managed to get through life without ever 
reading an entire book from cover to cover

• He involves his classmates to read the books for 
him

• Uses this tactic for a research paper about school 
cliques yields revelations about clique mentality, 
but lands him in more trouble

• He does like checkbooks (a source of gifts from 
grandparents), comic books, and Facebook. 



The Boundless

•Author: Kenneth Oppel

•Historical fiction

•Aboard "The Boundless," the greatest 
train ever built, on its maiden voyage 
across Canada, teenaged Will enlists the 
aid of a traveling circus to save the train 
from villains. 



Moxie and the Art of Rule Breaking

• Author: Erin Dionne

• Mystery 

• Instead of spending a carefree summer exploring 
downtown Boston with best friend Ollie, thirteen-
year-old Moxie must solve a famous art heist in 
order to protect those she loves from her ailing 
grandfather's gangster past. Includes facts about 
the 1990 Gardner Museum art theft. 



The Game of Triumphs

• Author: Laura Powell

• Fiction

• Fifteen-year-old Cat and three other London 
teens are drawn into a dangerous game in 
which Tarot cards open doorways into a 
different dimension, and while there is 
everything to win, losing can be fatal. 



Hostage Three

• Author: Nick Lake

• Realistic fiction

• Seventeen-year-old Amy, her father, and her 
stepmother becomes hostages when Somalian 
pirates seize their yacht, but although she builds a 
bond with one of her captors it becomes brutally 
clear that the price of life and its value are two very 
different things. 



What Are You Reading?

• What books do you recommend?

• What kept your attention?


